Sir, When we write a research paper, we can hardly detect our errors in the technical and methodological aspect of the manuscript. During the manuscript preparation, we write with our highest capacity. Hence, errors remain undetected. [1] However, as a reader, we can easily detect the error if we are familiar with the research. If a reader finds a major flaw in any published paper it should not be kept the secret, but to disperse the knowledge with journal readers as well as the authors. With the input, the authors can rectify themselves for future studies and readers can interpret the results with caution. This type of scientific correspondence is commonly published in journals as Letter to the Editor (LTE). [2] When we learned the basics of peer review from an online platform, it gave us the task of postpublication peer review. This experience really helped us think about a paper critically. This critical thinking ultimately made us more self-critic. Along with the experience of peer review, [3] there are certain other advantages of writing an LTE in response to a published paper, which is shown in Table 1 .
A coin commonly has two sides, the exception being that of film Sholay! An author needs to invest many hours in thinking, searching literature and preparation of the LTE, before sending it to the journal. Think of how she/he might be feeling when this much of effort is desk rejected by the editor! As correspondence LTE is concerned with a particular paper, it has limited future once rejected from the target journal.
With our experience, we listed some advantages and disadvantages of writing an LTE in Table 1 . However, the statements are purely hypothetical. An enthusiastic author may consider these factors when thinking about writing an LTE as correspondence for biomedical journals.
Let us revisit the science class for laughter with three laws of scientific correspondence, it must be as shown in Figure 1 :
First law: We either remain only as a static reader or become a dynamic reader-cum-critic until inhibited by some adverse events.
Second law: The "encouraging factors" for writing an LTE is equal to the "interest" multiplied by "scientific deficiency" in the paper.
Third law: When one author writes an LTE in response to a paper, the author of the paper writes a reply logically with equal vigor and in the opposite direction.
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